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Abstract
This paper presents some experiments for specialising Paragraph Vectors, a new technique for creating text fragment (phrase,
sentence, paragraph, text, ...) embedding vectors, for text polarity detection. The first extension regards the injection of polarity
information extracted from a polarity lexicon into embeddings and the second extension aimed at inserting word order information
into Paragraph Vectors. These two extensions, when training a logistic-regression classifier on the combined embeddings, were able
to produce a relevant gain in performance when compared to the standard Paragraph Vector methods proposed by Le and Mikolov (2014).
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1.

Introduction

Distributed word representations, built starting from the
well-known Harris (1954) distributional hypothesis often
stated as “The degree of semantic similarity between two
linguistic expressions A and B is a function of the similarity
of the linguistic contexts in which A and B can appear.” and
coded as sparse high dimensional vectors, have been playing a central role in Natural Language Processing (NLP) for
years (Turney and Pantel, 2010; Baroni and Lenci, 2010).
More recently, a large set of studies propose to represent
words as dense vectors derived by training neural networks
for language modelling (Bengio et al., 2003; Collobert and
Weston, 2008; Mnih and Hinton, 2009; Mikolov et al.,
2013). Such vectors are commonly called “word embeddings” and have been successfully used in a variety of NLP
tasks (e.g. Turian et al. (2010), Collobert et al. (2011),
Socher et al. (2013)).
These approaches and the cited applications use wordcentered embeddings and are not suited, in general, for
tasks requiring the classification of an entire text such as
topic classification, sentiment analysis, language identification, etc. Le and Mikolov (2014) proposed an extension
of a state-of-the-art word embedding method, namely the
widely used word2vec package1 (Mikolov et al., 2013),
to create distributed dense representations for phrases, sentences, paragraph or even entire texts useful to be used as
base vectors for any fragment/text classification task in the
NLP domain.
Both standard word embeddings and the “ParagraphVector” (PV) model from Le and Mikolov produce vectors
that do not contain any information about a specific NLP
task, but, as showed by all works cited before, they indeed
support the production of state-of-the-art classification results in various domains.
In this paper we propose to extend PVs in order to specialise
them for text polarity classification by injecting specific
knowledge connected with this task; we will show in some
experiments as the combination of embeddings and external resources will produce increased performances. The
idea of combining word embeddings and external knowledge to specialise them for a specific task has been actively
explored in the last few years (Wang et al., 2014; Levy and
1
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Goldberg, 2014; Tang et al., 2014; Yu and Dredze, 2014;
Wang et al., 2015; Pham et al., 2015; Liu et al., 2015), but
all these studies extend the embeddings at word level. As
far as we know, this is the first attempt to extend PVs with
external knowledge.

2.

word2vec and PV models

Our work is grounded on the study presented in (Mikolov
et al., 2013): they proposed two different word embedding
models, namely CBOW and Skip-gram, and provide a very
efficient implementation of them. The CBOW model uses
the average context-words embeddings to predict the word
in the middle of the context. The Skip-gram uses only one
word to predict an entire context surrounding this word.
See figure 1 for a schematic view of these models. Both
methods use logistic regression to predict the target word
and can apply hierarchical softmax or negative sampling
techniques to improve classification efficiency (see (Rong,
2014) for an in depth description of the mathematical details of both approaches).

Figure 1: Word embedding models presented in Mikolov et
al. (2013).

Le and Mikolov (2014) extended these approaches to build
embeddings able to capture syntactic and semantic information from a complete text fragment (phrase, sentence,
paragraph, text, ...), the PV models. The extension is quite
simple: insert one artificial word at the beginning of each
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text/fragment and apply the CBOW or Skip-gram techniques in the same way as before but considering the entire text/fragment as the context for the artificial word. At
the end of the learning process the embedding vector corresponding to the artificial word is the PV representing the
entire text/fragment, and can be successfully used in text
classification tasks. Depending on which previous technique is extended, we obtain respectively the PV-DM and
the PV-DBOW models showed in figure 2.

where P (·) is computed using either a softmax function or
the negative sampling technique, by adding a regulariser
term R(W, K) based on the external knowledge K in a
weighted way
O(W, K) = (1 − ξ) L(W ) + ξ R(W, K).
We propose to use a polarity lexicon, classifying words either as positive (+1) or negative (-1), or within the [-1,1]
interval of real values, as specific knowledge to inject into
the PV-DBOW model in order to specialise it for text polarity classification and define the regulariser function as
R(W, π) =

M
X

X

i=1 c∈context



|π(wc ) − π(wi+c )|
+
2
cs(wc , wi+c ) + 1
−1
2

2
,

where π(w) is the word polarity value extracted from the
polarity lexicon, and cs(w1 , w2 ) is the cosine similarity between word embeddings. The idea behind this regulariser
function is to penalise words that have similar lexical polarity values but distant word embeddings, or, that is to
say, words in the same polarity class, or exhibiting similar continuous polarity values, should receive similar word
embeddings. These information should propagate to PVs
giving the same results: text with similar polarities should
receive similar PVs. The regulariser function is computed
at each step over all words considered by the negative sampling technique used to compute P (·).

3.2.
Figure 2: Paragraph Vector models presented in Le and
Mikolov (2014).
All the models described before do not preserve word order
information (Qiu et al., 2014; Lai et al., 2015; Trask et al.,
2015) and do not contain any specific information useful
for solving a given task. We propose to further extend PV
models to insert such kind of information and specialise
them for text polarity detection.

3.

The proposed model

Our proposed model is based on two different ways of extending previous PV models. As in (Le and Mikolov, 2014),
the PV embeddings obtained by these two extensions were
concatenated (with the operator ⊕) to build the final embeddings used in our experiments.

3.1.

First extension: Polarity Injection

There are various studies in literature aiming to extend the
Skip-gram model in order to inject some kind of linguistic
knowledge inside word embeddings (Yu and Dredze, 2014;
Wang et al., 2014; Pham et al., 2015; Liu et al., 2015): all
of them modify the standard Skip-gram objective function
over the sequence of words W = w1 , ..., wM
L(W ) =

M
X

X

i=1 c∈context

log P (wi+c |wi ),

Second extension: Order preserving
embeddings

As we said before all the word embedding methods we described do not preserve any information about word order
into the produced embeddings, but Landauer (2002) estimated that about 20% of the meaning contained in a text
derives from word order. The loss of word order caused by
such “bag-of-word” models is particularly problematic for
sentiment classification (Johnson and Zhang, 2015), thus
the second extension to the standard PV models we propose
is devoted to introduce some ordering information into the
model.
In literature, there is a large bundle of studies for injecting some level of word order information into word embeddings (Qiu et al., 2014; Johnson and Zhang, 2015; Lai
et al., 2015; Ling et al., 2015; Trask et al., 2015) or into
general word-space models (Sahlgren et al., 2008; De Vine
and Bruza, 2010; Basile et al., 2011). In particular we refer
to the work of (Trask et al., 2015) that extends the CBOW
model proposing to split the context into two partitions, the
first containing the sum of all the context word embeddings
before the target word and the other containing the sum of
all the word embeddings after.
We are working on PVs and the corresponding model,
namely PV-DM, uses an asymmetric context window containing only the words before the target word and summing
them together with the text PV (see figure 2). Then, we split
the context window into three partitions: the first contains
the sum of the embeddings for the two words immediately
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preceding the target word, the second the sum of the remaining word embeddings inside the window and the third
the PV for the examined text. See figure 3 for a schematic
view of the order preserving model.

ξ: the profile exhibits a plateau between the values 0.05
and 0.20, thus we chose to perform all the subsequent experiments using ξ = 0.12.
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Figure 3: Order Preserving PV-DM model. We have three
partitions: the first contains the sum of the embeddings
for the two words immediately preceding the target word,
the second the sum of the remaining word embeddings inside the window and the third the PV for the examined
text/fragment.

4.

Experiments

We performed some experiments for evaluating the proposed model using a standard benchmark for this field, the
IMDB review dataset (Maas et al., 2011): this database
contains 100.000 movie reviews, and 50.000 of them were
classified with positive/negative polarity labels and divided
into training and test set. Both sets contains an equal number of reviews and are also balanced with respect to polarity classes. Our experiments follow the same procedures
described in (Le and Mikolov, 2014): we trained our models using the training set, consisting of 25.000 texts, and
the 50.000 unclassified reviews and test them on the test
set, containing the remaining 25.000 reviews, using the
same logistic-regression classifier. As in the original experiments, we produced vector representations with 400 dimensions computed using a 10-word window with 5 negative sample words.
We chose to use the English polarity lexicon produced in
(Hu and Liu, 2004) as extern knowledge source: it contains
about 6.800 words with binary (+1,-1) polarity labels.
The original paper on PVs from Le and Mikolov (2014) reported an error rate of 7.42%, but subsequent experiments
(Mesnil et al., 2015) declared that “92.6% accuracy result
only when the training and test data are not shuffled. Thus,
we consider this result to be invalid.”. We verified this
claim obtaining the same results, and then we completely
agree with this position. Mesnil et al. (2015) provide also
a correct evaluation on the same dataset for the original PV
model properly shuffling the entire dataset. Actually, all
these approaches are very sensitive to dataset shuffling, that
is why we repeated all the experiments presented in this paper on 5 different shufflings averaging the results.
The first set of experiments were devoted to analyse the
impact of the first enhancement we proposed, namely the
injection of polarity values into the computed embeddings.
Figure 4 outlines the Error Rate variation as a function of
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Figure 4: Mean Error Rate variation as a function of ξ for
the first extension (LexPolarity PVs). The value for ξ = 0
is equivalent to the original algorithm.
In order to further test the effectiveness of this approach
to inject information into embeddings we used the t-SNE
package2 (van der Maaten and Hinton, 2008) to project the
high-dimensional embeddings into a 2D space in order to
visually verify if the proposed method effectively helps in
grouping the embedding of words exhibiting similar polarity values. We selected 106 target words from the lexicon having different polarities, projected their vectors into
a bidimensional space using t-SNE and approximated the
two clusters with multivariate gaussians in order to better
understand the distributions. Figure 5 shows the two sets
of points and the isoprobability ellipses corresponding to
the 95% of the data for each cluster with, (b), or without,
(a), the application of the proposed method. As we can see
from the figure, the injection of polarity data tend to create better clusters of similar embeddings thus propagating
such information into the embedding themselves. Given the
small differences in Error Rate reduction for the proposed
method, it is very difficult to make a similar visualisation
directly on PVs even if it is evident, by looking at the performances, that some of the clustering properties showed
by the proposed method on word embeddings affect also
PVs.
Table 1 outlines the final results of our experiments for
the various enhancements we proposed compared with the
original and correct results obtained by (Mesnil et al.,
2015).
Following the suggestions of one of the anonymous reviewers, we devised some further experiments. We tested if the
injection of polarity information extracted from an external
lexical resource into PVs would achieve better results than
simply combining the original PVs method with one simple
lexicon-based sentiment-analysis method by interpolating
or integrating the results of these two different techniques.
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Method
Original PVs (Mesnil et al., 2015)
Original PVs (using our 5 shufflings)
Liu-LexPolarity PVs
Liu-LexPolarity⊕Order Preserving PVs

mER
10.70
10.90
10.09
9.89

SD
0.13
0.16
0.12

Table 1: The results of our experiments as mean Error Rate
(mER) and Standard Deviation over the 5 shufflings. We
present first the results obtained injecting only the lexicalpolarity information contained in the (Hu and Liu, 2004)
lexicon (with ξ=0.12) and then the results of both extension
we proposed.

of each text transforming the probability assigned by
the logistic-regression classifier trained with the embeddings produced by the original PVs method into a
continuous polarity value (P ol = (P (1) − 0.5) ∗ 2,
where P (1) is the probability assigned to the positive
polarity). Then we averaged it with the VADER polarity value, obtaining a mean Error rate = 18.56, still
much higher than the values obtained in all the PVs
experiments.

(a)

• The third experiment consisted in training the logisticregression classifier using the original PVs adding the
polarity values provided by VADER as an additional
feature to the PVs, obtaining a mean Error Rate =
10.72.
• In the last experiments we replaced the lexicon from
(Hu and Liu, 2004) we used in the previous set of experiments on PVs (see Table 1) with the VADER lexicon, in order to derive consistent results, and repeated
all the tests on the five shufflings considered before
(with ξ = 0.12). Combining the VADER-LexPolarity
PVs and the Order Preserving PV, we obtained a mean
Error Rate = 9.92.

(b)
Figure 5: The bidimensional projections of word embeddings corresponding to some positive (diamonds) and negative (points) words extracted from the lexicon (a) for the
original algorithm from (Le and Mikolov, 2014) and (b) for
the proposed method for injecting polarities into embeddings.

We chose the VADER tool3 (Hutto and Gilbert, 2014), a
rule-based classifier for social media and web texts using a
manually created polarity lexicon, as the reference tool for
comparing the different techniques. We adopted such tool
because, despite the simplicity of the approach, it contains
a very good and manually checked polarity lexicon and obtained state-of-the-art results in text polarity classification.
We devised a series of new experiments: sometimes, we
considered only one of the five shufflings of the previous
tests because VADER is not affected by text order:
• First of all we simply applied VADER for assigning a
polarity value to each review in the test set obtaining
an Error rate = 30.22, much higher than those obtained
in all the PV experiments.

Table 2 summarises the results of all the experiments performed integrating the VADER classifier with the original
PV method in various ways.
Method
Orig. VADER (Hutto and Gilbert, 2014)
Average of the Orig. PVs pol. & VADER pol.
LogReg Class. on Orig. PVs⊕VADER pol.
VADER-LexPolarity PVs
VADER-LexPolarity⊕Order Preserving PVs

Table 2: Results of all the experiments performed integrating the VADER classifier with the original PVs method in
various ways. The last two experiments reproduce the same
experiments presented in Table 1 but using the VADER lexicon.

5.

• In the second experiment we calculated the polarity
3
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mER
30.22
18.56
10.72
10.10
9.92

Discussion and Conclusions

The results obtained by injecting information from a polarity lexicon and some word order information in the PV
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SD
0.08
0.13
0.13
0.11

model proposed by (Le and Mikolov, 2014) are quite encouraging, showing a relevant gain when compared to the
original PV results on the same dataset.
In order to further validate such results we performed an
extended set of experiments combining the original PVs
method with a simple lexicon-based sentiment-analysis algorithm in various ways, showing that our approach produces better results that a simple system combination technique.
There are other studies in literature (e.g. (Mesnil et al.,
2015) that combine various techniques for deriving word
embeddings, namely n-grams, Recurrent Neural NetworksLanguage Models, PVs and Naive Bayes-SVM, in a unique
ensemble of generative and discriminative techniques) obtaining better results than the ones presented in this study.
Nevertheless, the aim of this paper is not to present the best
solution for solving the text polarity classification problem
on the IMDB review dataset, but to investigate possible
forms of extensions for the PV models in order to specialise
them for a specific task.
On the one side we obtained an increase in performances
for the examined task, but, on the other side, the PVs will
be bound to this task and they will loose their ability to
be applied to different tasks without any modification. We
believe that this is a price to be paid for increasing system
performances adapting them to the required task.
Our future plans envisage the testing of the proposed models on different datasets, different kind of text types (e.g. on
tweets) and on different languages.
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